Increasing demand of ethylene oxide and the cost of versatile chemical ethene has been a driving force for understanding mechanism of epoxidation to develop highly selective catalytic process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Silver catalyzed ethene (En) epoxidation by oxygen to produce ethylene oxide (EtO) is one of the most well-known kinetically controlled reaction in chemistry. It is also one of the most studied example in discipline of heterogeneous catalysis, owing to the great economic importance of EtO as well as En. [1] [2] [3] Ethene in presence of oxygen undergoes total combustion to CO 2 and H 2 O virtually under all conditions except when the reaction is carried out in presence of Ag, where (for unpromoted Ag) the product is 50% EtO and rest are the combustion products. [4] From thermodynamic data, it is very clear that combustion products are far more stable owing to their reduced free energy. Even EtO, very rapidly decomposes into same combustion products due to its thermochemical instability. EtO can thus form only under conditions of kinetic control as it has low free energy of activation and not at conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium. [5] A kinetically controlled reaction involves reaction intermediate with low free energy of activation and is independent of free energy of formation of the product. [6] At present, 50% selectivity of bare Ag towards epoxidation is well understood through Oxometallacycle (OMC) intermediate based reaction mechanism proposed by Linic and Barteau. [7] Chief triumph of OMC mechanism is that it explains all the experimental observations not well understood over the decades. This includes proving the hypothesis of common intermediate for EtO and combustion products, [8] C-H bond breaking and proton transfer as rate limiting step for combustion, and excellent correlation to micro kinetic data. [9] [10] [11] Still OMC cannot explain ∼ 90% selectivity of modern industrial catalysts. [3, 12] In order to account for selectivity of industrial catalyst, it has been hypothesized that reaction under those conditions must go through direct epoxidation wherein an electrophilic oxygen (O ele ) species is formed on the promoted Ag surface under industrial reaction conditions. [10] EtO is thus formed as a result of an electrophilic attack on ethene through an addition reaction. Theoretically, such a mechanism has 100% selectivity for EtO and thus provides very lucrative basis for further improvement of industrial processes. Though theoretical aspects of direct epoxidation mechanism are fairly straight forward, [13] whether O ele is atomic or molecular was also the cause of considerable debate. [14, 17, 18] Density Functional Theory (DFT) based studies have proven themselves as indispensable tools for surface chemistry. OMC mechanism was also discovered through DFT studies. [7] Since then DFT based investigations of Ag-O interaction has become an attractive avenue for computational research. Through extensive computational studies carried out on multiple Ag facets, no species could be isolated which can fit the description of O ele . [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] As we focused on silver-oxygen interaction, the system was chosen in such a way that it can be exhaustively studied at optimal computational expenses. In a 2X2 slab, based In this section, we take a closer look in the chemical signatures and trends generated therein to relate the data with observations made both experimentally and theoretically in prior literature. The focus of this discussion is to bring out probable configurations which will support existence of electrophilic oxygen species which leads to direct epoxidation. Out of these three surface configurations, oxygen adsorbed at hollow site (4FH) is energetically the most preffered configuration followed by the bridge position (2FB) and the least stable is on-top site (1FT). Ag-O bond length increases with coordination and is noted in Table I . Löwdin charge analysis manifests that charge of higher coordinated oxygen species is greater in magnitude while for lower coordinated oxygen atom, magnitude of charge is lesser. Site dependent pdos brings out interesting observations related to the site specific interaction between surface Ag atoms and adsorbed oxygen as shown in Fig. 1 . The pdos for O-2p associated with on-top oxygen peaks near Fermi level (E f ) and it is relatively sharper.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Configuration
On the other hand, the peak position of O-2p shifts away from E f and is accompanied with broadening of peaks as coordination of adsorbed oxygen increases for 2FB and 4FH
configurations. When considering 2p-4d overlap, a sharp peak in pdos represents localized electron distribution and thus ionic character of the bond. Conversely, broader peak suggests and top positions. Another important observation provided by pdos is a lack of empty states near E f . Availability of these states near E f is an essential criterion for reaction to occur.
As none of the atomic oxygen species possess any compatible states above E f for accepting π-electrons from ethene, we conclude that single atomic oxygen species should be precluded as contributing factor in the direct epoxidation. Table II pdos along with the configuration for atomically adsorbed oxygens is shown in Fig.2a where as configurations with molecularly adsorbed oxygen are shown in Fig2b. As seen in hollow site has the lowest energy. However, if we consider ten most stable configurations they are dominated by adsorption of triatomic molecular oxygen as evident from TableIII
Keen observation of Fig. 3 reveals that pdos of O 2 O configurations coincide with combined pdos of atomic O (shown in Fig. 1 ) and molecularly adsorbed oxygen (shown in Fig. 2 ). This In case of ethene which has π orbitals at E f and π * orbital at 6 eV, O ele must possess empty states matching energy range of ethene π. [37] This will facilitate overlap among these orbitals into which π electrons can be transferred. 
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or Ag-5s orbitals, this is contradictory to the presumption that O ele must have significant overlap with Ag-4d or Ag-5s. [15, 24, 45] To demonstrate that O 3 is not an artifact of a smaller slab that has been modeled here,
we have also computed pdos of O 3 on a larger supercell. Thus, our simulations convincingly brings out signatures of electrophilic oxygen and scenario where this moiety will be present. At this point, an important question should be asked is, then why it was not detected so far? As our investigations show, O 3 will be more probable at higher pressures as well as temperatures. Although, the industrial catalyst for EtO works at higher pressure and temperature, most of the surface science studies are carried out at low pressures or very low pressures. And there is a pressure gap between the surface science experiments and working conditions of an industrial catalyst. We believe this is the most probable reason for not so successful search for the electrophilic oxygen.
Few caveats should be noted when we are closing our discussions. to accept π electrons from ethene to form EtO. Thus, our investigations bring out situations corresponding to electrophilic oxygen required for direct epoxidation.
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